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Overview
• Introduce the Office of Faculty Development
& Advancement (OFDA)
• Review Academic Honor Policy’s significance
• Explore the policy, procedures, & terms
• Identify common student behaviors & trends
• Address prevention strategies
• Discuss academic integrity scenarios

Our Office
• Administers diverse faculty services like Academic
Honor Policy (AHP) hearings & consultation
– Ann DelRossi & Joshua Morgan coordinate the AHP

Ann DelRossi
(Supervisor)
adelrossi@fsu.edu

Joshua Morgan
jlmorgan@fsu.edu

• Suspect an AHP violation as a graduate assistant?
– First speak with your supervisor and then contact OFDA

The "Why?" Behind AHP
Responsible Freedom – What is it?
• "Responsible Freedom acknowledges that you have
the right to justice and public order as well as the
responsibility to protect the rights and privileges of
fellow community members at the University"
(https://dsst.fsu.edu/resources/student-handbook).

How would you say this in your own
words?

A Letter to My Students

Academic Honor Policy
It is your responsibility to read and uphold
the Academic Honor Policy
• There are 8 possible violations:
– Academic Honor Policy

How Do You Find the AHP?
• https://fda.fsu.edu/  “Academic Honor Policy” 
“Click Here for Academic Honor Policy”
• A Quick Reference Guide is available that summarizes
potential Academic Honor Policy outcomes

Glossary of Terms
AHP allegations & hearing processes are educational and non-confrontational

Step 1 Agreement
The student formally admits
to violating the AHP; signs a
form to accept the
instructor’s sanctions

•

•

•

Step 2 Hearing Referral
The student denies violating the
AHP; instructor brings the case
before an AHP panel of students &
faculty

Referral to Contest Sanctions
The student formally admits to violating the AHP but does not accept
the instructor’s sanctions; OFDA reviews the case and issues a final
decision
Note: Step 2 Hearing Referrals are also used when students have
prior violations or violations that are considered egregious

Quick Reference Guide
Great to send to students!

Academic Honor Policy
Hearings & Records
• Decisions of responsible vs. • Student Conduct &
not responsible are made by
Community Standards can
a four-person panel
provide advisors and
guidance for students
• You may request the
attendance of advisors or
witnesses if desired

• Being found responsible
remains on file for 5 years;
longer for dismissals/
expulsions

Hearings are educational & facilitated in a respectful, non-adversarial manner.
Sometimes instructors need to learn new behaviors just as much as students!

Student Behaviors & Trends
• Common sites and apps used during
violations:
– GroupMe, TikTok, iPhone AirDrop
– Chegg, Course Hero, Facebook
– Quizlet, Text/Literature Translation Wikis

• Popular Student Perspective:
– Collaboration/getting peer help isn’t problematic
– The Reality: It depends on the instructor’s parameters
– Be clear about your behavioral expectations regarding
collaboration in both syllabi and supplemental handouts!

Student Behaviors & Trends
(cont.)

• 2015 Survey Results
– Students self-reported being 62-65% more
likely to use unauthorized material on an
online exam than during on in-person exam

• Honorlock Considerations
– Google Chrome Spell Checker Mishaps
– Pre-exam 360° Room Scan

Academic Honor Policy Statistics
2020-2021 Academic Year

Prevention
• Discuss your behavioral expectations on Day 1 and
throughout the semester
• Refer students to campus resources
• Remind students that you’re approachable/available
for consultation
• Make cheating more difficult
– Project-based learning, A & B tests versions, randomized question
sequencing, time limits

• Be familiar with social media that students use
• Implement low-stakes assignments & quizzes
• Scaffold success: e.g., rough-draft opportunities, etc.

Prevention (cont.)
Encourage the following behaviors:
• Treat online tests with the same caution as in-person
exams
• Inform professors – early – about environmental concerns
that could disrupt testing (e.g., illness, noise, privacy, etc.)

Consider doing these as the instructor:
• Model a thorough, 360°room scan
• Use all or portions of the A Letter to My Students resource
Notes:
• In virtual classrooms, consider removing attendance as a part of
students’ grades
• Remind students that AHP violations can impact their futures:
e.g., graduate programs, student leadership roles, awards…

Prevention
Resources
(cont.)

Don’t forget…
• iThenticate
• FSU Libraries Technology Rentals

Can you think of others?

Honorlock
What Is It?
•

An artificial intelligence-based
(A.I.) exam proctoring platform

•

FSU’s contract with Honorlock
expires Summer 2022

•

Not mandated to use it
–

•

Your College/Department/Supervisor
may require it…

Your syllabi are required to
mention if Honorlock will be used
to proctor exams

Should I Use It?
Pros:
Records exam screen/monitor, webcam
view, and audio of each student
• Integrated into each Canvas course
• Has a live proctor chat function if students
experience certain technical issues during
exams
Cons:
• Low-quality A.I. (e.g., many false positives)
• Requires high-volume/frequency reviews
• Exacerbates students’ anxiety
• Video evidence is often circumstantial
• Requires Google Chrome browser
•

• Warrants disabling Chrome’s spell
checker for language courses

Honorlock (cont.)
Resources for You
FSU Honorlock Resources for Instructors

Resources for Them
FSU Honorlock Resources for Students

Office of Distance
Learning
Honorlock Training for Instructors

Common Myths To Dispel
• I don’t need to read the syllabus or the Academic
Honor Policy.
• I’m not accountable for something I didn’t read.
• Professors are scary…
• I’ll just do it this one time…
• My circumstances are uniquely exonerating.
• The policy is mostly about punishment.
• Dishonesty in school won’t lead to dishonesty in my
career.
• No one reviews Honorlock recordings…

AHP Scenarios
“Let’s Get This Over With…”
Samantha forgot that she has an ENC 2135 poem analysis due tomorrow.
Unfortunately, she has been dealing with some family and financial stress
for the past few weeks. To get done quickly, she searches for Quizlet and
Wikipedia entries about the poem, and then she copies/pastes several
sentences and paragraphs to finish her essay.
Respond to/comment on any of the following questions:
• What do you think was going through Samantha’s mind when she made
her choice?
• What would be the wisest decision for the instructor at this point?
• What other options did she have?
• Can you think of a similar, real-life example?
• Please share!

AHP Scenarios (cont.)
“Fudge Factor”
Jack is almost finished with his online, closed-book/closed-notes
Canvas-based Exam #3 in ACG 2071 (i.e., Managerial Accounting).
He has no clue how to answer 5 out of the 40 questions, but he
feels confident that he got the other 35 correct. Currently, he would
make a B on the exam if he pressed “Finish Exam”; however, he
could easily earn a B+ simply by getting one more question correct.
Since he’s been honest on the past two exams and is a
knowledgeable student, he thinks he’s earned the right to use his
textbook and the course’s PowerPoint slides to help increase his
score.
• What AHP violation has Jack committed?
• How do you think an AHP panel would view Jack’s justification for his
actions?
• What examples can you think of where people justified poor choices
based on past good behavior?

AHP Scenarios (cont.)
“In-Group Think”
Kevin’s fraternity has a lot of Computer Science majors who often
take the same classes together or know of someone who already
completed the course. Consequently, most of the brothers covertly
collaborate on homework and use Chegg.com to find coding
assistance. Kevin normally wouldn’t do this, but his COP 3330
(Object-Oriented Programing) has been more difficult than he
expected. He’s wondering why should he continue struggling when
his brothers are getting ahead using unauthorized resources?
•
•
•

What is concerning about Kevin’s rationale for cheating?
Let’s say Kevin cheats successfully; what issues may arise later?
Let’s say Kevin gets caught cheating; what issues may arise in the
short-term and long-term?

Thank you, and please
contact us if you have
questions or concerns!

